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when i interviewed jakob dylan years ago, and he asked where my favorite album of all time was, he said that he loved the wallflowers first two albums, but then he became bored by the group as they turned into a pure selling machine. what made bringing down the horse so great is its almost effortless blending of indie-rock hooks with classic folk and country instruments. equally important is that theres something so very 90s about the way the wallflowers made mainstream music. those instruments arent as omnipresent as they are on itunes and playlists. theyre more about a sense of discovery, when you happen across one of their songs on the radio, you think, oh, thats the wallflowers. and thats something that arguably doesnt happen with, say, i am the walrus or shout. (there have been exceptions to that rule, sure.) the pop-culture landscape of the 90s had so many sources of music, and so its
those major labels that landed on top, making a multi-platinum album that sounds so 90s. maybe its because it was the age of the boutique band that may have retained its authenticity, but ive always loved the idea of the wallflowers being part of that world. dont pretend its not amazing. the one song that most conspicuously brings out the reason the wallflowers sound so much like the 90s is the groupys signature tune, 2-4. its a song that only hardcore fans will know, and even those arent sure exactly what it means. it sounds pretty straightforward, but it doesnt sound like every other song on the bandwagons hit parade. even if the wallflowers never cracked big in the 90s (and they never would), they have to be worth something to jakob dylan. theres no way that a pop musician gets that kind of sustained success who doesnt have something else going for him, and jakob had that it the 90s. no

matter the future, this is the achievement that earned bringing down the horse iconic status for the wallflowers.
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With Bringing Down The Horse, the Wallflowers followed up their 1994 breakout album Just Before The Bullets Fly by setting out on what would be their
longest, most adventurous, and most ambitious tour to date. Their first of two albums that would be released in 1997, it begins with one of the best and

most famous lines of all time, "Oh and I'm not always right, but I'm right alot of the time." Based on the fact that the band had been touring in support of Just
Before the Bullets Fly, that statement must have sounded like a bold promise to those who had been following the Wallflowers since the days when Jakob

Dylan was just another guy in a band going nowhere. Those folks were right; it would be a while before Jakob Dylan would be going anywhere. The
Wallflowers set out on a sonic journey that would take them to the ends of the planet and back, which is what made Bringing Down the Horse sound so

incredibly distinct from every other album the Wallflowers would release in the 90s. Thats why it worked. And its the reason it became so indelibly tied to
that year in pop culture. Every one of the songs on Bringing Down The Horse would be just as memorable a decade later, but I cant think of any one song
that hit harder than the entire album did on that day. Its the perfect mix of lived-in and wonderfully wilting; something that allows you to trace the million

miles of wandering the tunes travel in the past decade and still be able to see it all in the present. Dont think of Bringing Down The Horse as a nostalgic fling
or a throwaway as a single album. Bringing Down the Horse was an honest attempt to get the Wallflowers to a place theyd never been before. And if you

gave them the chance, they probably would have done it. 5ec8ef588b
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